


  

 

Women should empower women! 
 

Feminism has recently turned 50. Since then we women have achieved and improved a lot. Germany has a 

female chancellor and an equality law. But at the same time there is still a lot to do: gender pay gap, public 

discrimination, responsibility for family and household, responsibility for birth control and incomprehension 

for physical and psychological complaints during the period - if you can even say the word with P. But we 

women also often make it difficult for ourselves. The harshest critics of women are mostly women. 

 

Female empowerment also plays an important role in our books. Because: Only 5.7 percent of the 106 

largest publishers in Germany, Austria and Switzerland are managed by women only, two thirds by a team of 

men only. Maybe we can change that. 

 

Your publishers 

Julia Loschelder and Verena Schörner 



 

 

 

 

Graeme Maxton, Maren Urner, Felix Austen 

Global climate emergency 

Why our democratic system is reaching its 

limits 

192 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0558-5 

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A) 
WG 1985 

Graeme Maxton is an economist, former General Secretary of the Club of Rome 

and a successful author. He has already published his scathing criticism of modern economic thought 
in the best-selling books "Change”, “Ein Prozent ist genug” (“Change”, “Reinventing prosperity”) and 
“Die Wachstumslüge” (“The Growth Lie”). Born in Scotland, he now lives in Taiwan.  

Neuroscientist Prof. Dr. Maren Urner is co-founder of Perspective Daily, the 

first ad-free online magazine for constructive journalism. Since October 2019 she has been Professor 
of Media Psychology at the University of Media, Communication and Economics in Cologne. Her first 
book "Schluss mit dem täglichen Weltuntergang” (Stop the Daily Doomsday) became a SPIEGEL 
bestseller within a very short time.  

The physicist Felix Austen writes about climate, agriculture, energy and environment 

at Perspective Daily. In his articles, he focuses mainly on the question: What are science, politics 
and society able to do, so that everyone can live well in the world, with the world and off the world? 
In doing so, he sets out on the search for the holy grail of sustainability! 

ECOLOGY I Available 

Radical is the new realistic 
During the Corona crisis, the government takes a strong 

stance, accepts immense economic losses and restricts 

individual freedom drastically to stave off the crisis as quickly 

as possible. Instead, environmentalists are wondering, why 

almost nothing has been done to solve the climate crisis for 

the past 40 years. 

Because when people lose their livelihoods due to an 

increasing number of natural disasters, we should redefine 

the concept of freedom. So how free can freedom be which 

does not treat climate change as a fact, but as a mere opinion? 

If we do not act immediately, we will suffer much more from 

the consequences of our misguided love of freedom. 

FACTS  
More relevant than ever since the 

Corona crisis! 
  

From the bestselling authors Maren Urner and 
Graeme Maxton 

 
In cooperation with the online magazine 

Perspective Daily 
 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  
People who do not shy away from discussing 

alternative and controversial solutions 
 

People who are politically active and for whom 
the Fridays movement is not enough 



 

 

 

Michael Sterner  

Our Sun 

The solution to all our energy problems 

approx. 240 pages, 14,6 x 21,7 cm, Hardcover  

ISBN 978-3-8312-0563-9  

22,00 € (D), 22,50 € (A)  
WG 1985 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Michael Sterner researches and teaches at the OTH Regensburg in the fields of energy storage and 

energy system technology. He develops energy concepts with storage systems for companies and municipalities. Previously he and his colleagues 

launched the storage technology Power-to-Gas, which is still his main topic. He works on a voluntary basis for VDE and VDI and advises the EU 

Commission (DG Energy) and the German Federal Government (BMWi). He is a leading figure in the storage conferences of VDI and Eurosolar and 

co-author of other books, including an IPCC report. 

ECOLOGY I O c t o b e r 2 0 2 0 

The solar era is upon us 
The energy transition has long been technologically 

possible, economically worthwhile and ecologically 

absolutely essential for survival. The solution: the sun. The 

problem: greed, fear and doubt are keeping us or rather the 

decision-makers from implementing it with resolve. 

In this book, Prof. Dr. Michael Sterner, energy expert and 

consultant of the Federal Government on energy issues, 

shows that the transition is feasible and that myths 

regarding energy and transport transition are long 

obsolete. We can now use solar energy to preserve our 

natural livelihood and economic basis - he explains how. 

FACTS  

The first book of solutions to this topic  

☀  
The author is THE expert and advises the Federal Government 

on issues relating to the energy transition  

☀  
Expert with established media presence 

 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

Everyone interested in the climate and sustainable energy 

production 



 

 

 

 

Julian Richter 

plant-strong – the book 

Basics for a vegan lifestyle 

approx. 220 pages, 14 x 19 cm, Hardcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0573-8 

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A) 
WG 1481 

Julian Richter uses social media to facilitate the everyday life of (aspiring) vegans. His instagram channel @pflanzlich.stark with 

70,000 followers is one of the largest vegan sites in the German-speaking world. Here, the 24-year-old informs and inspires people around the 

plant-based lifestyle with a mix of seriousness and humor.  

ECOLOGY I DECEMBER 2 0 2 0 

The inspiration you still need for your vegan 
life 

The vegan lifestyle is still partly met with lack of understanding and social 

resistance. Prejudices and misconceptions are widespread. These are also the 

reasons for the fact that many people who in principle could imagine a vegan 

lifestyle do not do it - out of insecurity or because they simply do not know 

how to start. 

This was the case for Julian Richter, who shares his experiences and insights 

in his book "pflanzlich.stark - Das Buch. Basics für einen veganen Lebensstil" 

(plant.strong – the book.  Basics for a vegan lifestyle).  What does it actually 

mean to eat vegan and where does this kind of diet originate from? What are 

the reasons for people becoming vegan, and what do they eat? What are the 

benefits of a vegan diet for animal welfare, the environment and your own 

health? 

FACTS  

Contrary to common prejudice, a vegan diet is neither boring nor unhealthy 

☀  
Get away from the craze for perfection, rather just get started  

☀  
This book provides the decisive impulse to make the change 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

People who can imagine living vegan, but do not know how to start 

☀ 

Vegans who want to evolve their lifestyle even further 



 

 

 

 

Martin Liebmann 

Society without handholds 

How we balance our lives with a new value system 

approx. 200 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0564-6 

22,00 € (D), 22,50 € (A) 
WG 1973 

Martin Liebmann studied philosophy and political science and works as a brand consultant. In 2005 he founded the Lübeck 

Werteforum (Lübeck Value Forum) and has been chairman of the “Verein zur Verzögerung der Zeit” (Association for the Delay of Time) since 2014. 

At Komplett-Media he has already published "Faul zu sein ist harte Arbeit” (Being lazy is hard work). 

SOCIETY I November 2020 

Why we have to talk differently about values 
In our confusing world there is a great need for orientation. But in the 
discourse on values the moral cudgel is often brought out and the call 

for a universally valid ranking is heard. This does not do justice to 
today's life, which is divided into many independent areas. On the 
contrary - it unbalances the predominance of a few values in our 

society and leads to disorientation. 
"Gesellschaft ohne Haltegriffe” (Society without handholds) is the draft 
of an ethics that opposes the unilaterally economic thinking and acting 

with a concept of diversity. 
The fundamentally different, often contradictory values of the 

autonomous lifestyles offer new orientation options for a good 
coexistence. 

FACTS  

The philosopher Liebmann has designed his own canon of 

values 

 

With vivid examples taken from everyday life 

 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

Readers interested in current affairs  

 

Readers of Harald Welzer 



 

 

 

 

 

Emanuel Erk 

Butterflies in your tummy are a bunch of crap 

Why love and a fulfilling relationship are no 

coincidence 

approx. 200 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover  

ISBN 978-3-8312-0575-2 

20,00 € (D), 22,60 € (A)  
WG 1933 

Despite his young age, Emanuel Erk is already one of the most successful relationship coaches in Germany. Over 50,000 people 

follow him on the social media and his YouTube channel. He has already been able to personally guide hundreds of people in both single and couple 

coaching sessions. The vision of his work is to help people to open their hearts completely to love, and to understand how a relationship really 

works. This is far removed from searching for Mr. Right or a little more self-love – rather, it involves effective methods with which to finally heal 

his own "in ability to be in a relationship“. 

SOCIETY I September 2 0 2 0 

A fulfilling relationship is not a matter of 
luck 

"Emanuel is a truly wonderful relationship coach of the new generation, not only 

because he has the right mixture of heart and mind, but because he works with the 

awareness that the solution for every situation always lies within yourself. – Eva-

Maria Zurhorst (author of the book "Liebe Dich selbst und es ist egal, wen du 

heiratest" ["If you love yourself, it doesn't matter who you marry"] 

Will everything be different with your next partner? Certainly not, if we do 

not finally come to terms with our preconceptions, fears and unconscious 

basic convictions, which actually boycott our relationships. If we learn to 

transform our destructive behavioral patterns within a partnership, it 

becomes possible to have a relationship that outshines all the romantic 

ideas of Hollywood etc. 

Every human being has the makings to have a lively and fulfilling 

relationship. This is neither a matter of luck, nor of chance. It does not 

require the "perfect" partner who finally meets all our requirements. 

Because, primarily, the path of love leads inwards – to oneself. 

Relationship expert Emanuel Erk not only understands the desires and 

challenges of his generation. He has also guided thousands of people in 

the search for to find themselves and true love. 

FACTS 

This relationship guide stands the test of time  

☀  
A practical guide to true love 

☀  
For a fulfilling partnership (even without a 

perfect partner) 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK 

People who want more from love, life and a 

relationship  

☀  
Singles who would like to find a partner  

☀  
People who have had several failed relationships 



 

 

 

 

Filimon Mebrhatom 

I just want to be free 

My fight for a future after repression, 

imprisonment and escape 

approx. 220 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0554-7 

18,00 € (D), 18,50 € (A) 
WG 1971 

Filimon Mebrhatom fled Eritrea at the age of 14 and now lives with his foster family near Munich. He has started an 

apprenticeship to become a videographer. 

SOCIETY I August 2020 

The one they always warned you about 
He is the one they have been warning us about: the unaccompanied minor refugee, 

who came to us from Eritrea in order to live off our largesse and rape or women – or 

is he? 

Filimon Mebrhatom's book tells the moving and gripping story of his escape, and of 

how he cheated death several times along the way. It is a tale of inhumane travelling 

conditions, forced labor, human trafficking, corrupt and cruel law enforcement, of 

torture, hunger – with death as a constant companion. 

Filimon is 14 years old and unable to swim when traffickers put the boy on a boat 

across the Mediterranean at the point of a gun. Violent actors who prey on the 

vulnerable refugees for a profit force him to convert to Islam and blackmail his 

family into paying for the inhumane journey; two years later he finally reaches 

Germany hoping to be free at last. 

FACTS  

The true story of a refugee 

✝ 

A counterbalance to right wing propaganda 

✝ 

An exclusive written account of the horrors of an escape, including torture, murder and 

forced conversion 

 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

People who want to stem the tide of right-wing vitriol in our society 

✝ 

The politically engaged 

✝ 

Admirers of Carola Rackete and Lifeline supporters 



 

 

 

 

 

Katharina Bremer, Frauke Hegemann 

Financial Heroines 

The smart financial planner for women 

176 pages, 13,5 x 18,5 cm, Hardcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0565-3 

20,00 € (D), 20,60 € (A) 
WG 1496 

Katharina Bremer is a communications officer at Comdirect and is familiar with the financial ineptitude of many women from her own experience. It 

is only through her current job that she was driven to take a closer look at her financial options. She wants to pass this impulse on to other women as part of the financial 

heroines’ initiative. 

Frauke Hegemann is CEO at Comdirect. Ever since her mother explained to her how to deal with shares, at the age of 10, she has been fascinated by 

the subject of finance. With the financial heroines’ initiative, she wants to encourage and inspire other women and show them that investing money can also be really fun. 

SOCIETY I August 2020 

The individual financial plan for every woman! 

Become a financial heroine! 
Financial independence is an important component of a self-determined life. But 

finances and financial investments still seem to be more of a male preserve in 

the public perception. Many women just don't know where to start and who they 

can ask for advice.  

The “Finanzheldinnen” (Financial Heroines) planner wants to get women to deal 
with their finances and thus accompany them towards achieving financial 

independence. The filling out section goes through the important questions step 

by step: What is the current financial situation? What are the goals? And which 

budget sources can help with the planning? The next step is to build up wealth. 

For this purpose, there are general tips on the subject of money - from creating a 

book of household accounts, to negotiating a salary, up to concrete instructions 

for your first purchase of securities. 

FACTS  

The planner for getting started with financial investment 

 

Against the gender pay gap in salary and pensions 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

Women who want to be financially independent 

 

Women in their mid-20s to mid-40s 

 

Women who want to take control of their finances 



 

 

 

 

Cheyenne und Natascha Ochsenknecht 

Fight back! 

How mother and daughter fight against online 

hatred 

approx. 220 pages, 13,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover with 

picture segment 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0566-0 

18,00 € (D), 18,50 € (A) 
WG 1973 

Cheyenne Savannah Ochsenknecht is a model and influencer. The daughter of Natascha and Uwe Ochsenknecht is forced to 

hear a great deal on her Instagram channel with 244k subscribers and is fed up with it. 

Natascha Ochsenknecht no longer wants to bear witness to the hostilities that she and her daughter are exposed to and has made it her mission 

to report every perpetrator and to make politics and society aware of the fact that malice on the internet is far from being taken seriously enough. 

SOCIETY I October 2020 

The Ochsenknechts' call to arms 
Natascha Ochsenknecht and her daughter Cheyenne encounter an incredible 

amount of hate on the Internet - from insults regarding their appearance up to 

threats of rape and murder. Under the protection of anonymity, the perpetrators 

feel safe, because the social networks do not cooperate sufficiently with the 

authorities, and many charges are not rigorously prosecuted. 

Many people have similar experiences to Cheyenne and Natascha. This has to 

stop! Offenders must be convicted and punished – that is the only way to 

prevent extreme cyber-bullying. 

In this book, Cheyenne and Natascha show how they deal with hate posts and 

what they want from legislation. They also explain why Hate Speech on the 

Internet is increasing at such an extreme rate and what causes people to do it. 

The book is supplemented by guest contributions of many other affected 

celebrities 

FACTS  

The two authors have a wide appeal 

- 

Complemented by expert interviews and guest contributions 

from other prominent influencers 

- 

Current topic that needs more attention 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

Affected persons and their parents 

- 

Teachers and educators 



 

 

 

 

Michaela Moses 

The planner for moms 

Survival strategies for everyday family life 

approx. 200 pages, 21 x 14,8 cm, Hardcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0567-7 

25,00 € (D), 25,70 € (A) 
WG 1484 

Michaela Moses studied media education, communication science and psychology. The editor-in-chief of familie.de knows family 

life from countless perspectives: as an impatient mom, wife, parents' council member, godmother, board member of the mothers' center and an 

avowed child-spirit. The mother of two children lives in Stuttgart and is already the author of the SPIEGEL bestsellers "Deutschland Deppenland" 

(Germany: land of fools) and "Dagegen bin ich algerisch" (I am Algerian to that). 

SOCIETY I December 2020 

Away with the burden of remembering! 
Between soccer training and the weekly shopping, remembering to buy a 

present for the next kid’s birthday, attend the parents' day at school after 
work and then read the bedtime story. All the while satisfying everyone 

and not going crazy? No one can do that - not even a mom. 

 

The solution? Seek help from your husband and children - and do it 

consciously! "Der Mama-Planer” (The planner for moms) actively supports 
all mothers in getting their partner on board on an equal footing, in 

rethinking their own needs and in perceiving things realistically again: 

First day of school is not an act of state, and the earth will continue to turn 

even if the Christmas cake comes from the supermarket. Nevertheless, 

mum does not have to take care of everything all by herself, from the 

children's birthday party to snacks in-between. The magic formula is: 

delegate wisely and take enough time for yourself.  

 

It is a planner for all appointments and with useful checklists to reflect on 

goals, wishes and progress. 

FACTS  

Tips and tricks for a fair division of work within the family 

☀  
More me-time for mothers without being missed  

☀  
Delegating is the magic word 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

Mothers with children at kindergarten to graduation age 

☀ 

Working moms 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Sina Oberle 

Decoding your cycle  

Your guide to pre-period mood swings  

approx. 200 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm, Softcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0556-1 

18,00 € (D), 18,50 € (A) 

WG 1460 

After 12 years of using birth control pills, Sina Oberle decided to do right by her body and stop ingesting artificial hormones. Since 

then, she has been advising women as a hormone health coach and nutritionist via her blog „Generation-Pille.com“. 

Her first book Hautklar explained in an accessible way how important our diets are to maintain a hormonal balance.  

FEMALE EMPOWERMENT I June 2020 

Good times, bad times 
When a woman is in a bad mood, people always ask: Is it that time 

of the month? But in reality, the cycle is about more than just 

menstruation and the days in between. Different hormones 

influence the female body depending on life phases and the 

phases of her cycle. As a result, there are better and worse times 

for a woman to negotiate her salary, hold a difficult conversation 

or make a major purchase. These mood swings can be so intense 

that women may not even recognize themselves, particularly 

during the second half of their cycle. 

In her book, Sina Oberle explains which hormones are active in 

the female body at a given time, what they mean for your well-

being and how to best use them to live your best life. She also 

explains how to manage your psychological symptoms just before 

menstruating. 

FACTS  
It also includes a handy guide for 
men: Do’s and Don’ts during the 

different phases of the cycle 

➨ 
Managing psychological and physical 

symptoms before your period 

➨ 

Decode your cycle 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK 
Women suffering from PMS 

➨ 
Women who want to better 

understand their bodies 

➨ 

Readers of Bye Bye Pille or Hautklar 



 

 

 

 

 

LIFE AID I June 2020 LIFE AID I June 2020 

The Laura Malina Seiler 

pocket calendar 2021 

The Louisa Dellert pocket 

calendar 2021 

FACTS 

The 2021 pocket calendar as a 

supplement to the book, stand and 

card set 

 WHO PURCHASES THIS CALENDAR 

Fans of Laura Malina Seiler 

FACTS 

The 2021 pocket calendar as a 

supplement to the book and table 

display 

 WHO PURCHASES THIS CALENDAR 

Fans and followers of Louisa Dellert 

Laura Malina Seiler combines modern 

spirituality, mindfulness and coaching in her live online program. In 

this way she has created a modern spiritual movement in German-

speaking countries and has already helped several thousand people 

to find their own authentic path in life. 

Louisa Dellert is an influencer, and with 344,000 

followers on Instagram she counts among the most successful in 

Germany. In 2015, she set up her own business with Fit Trio. In 

September 2017 she could be seen in the TV format Fitness Diaries. 

Her topics are sustainability, running and self-love. She runs the 

zero waste online shop Naturalou. 

Laura Malina Seiler 

May you be happy 

The Laura Malina Seiler pocket 

calendar 2021 

164 pages, 10 x 14,5 cm, Hardcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0568-4 

15,00 € (D), 15,40 € (A) 
WG 7937 

Louisa Dellert 

My heart beats green 

Pocket calendar for do-gooders 

2021 

164 pages, 10 x 14,5 cm, 

Hardcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0569-1 

15,00 € (D), 15,40 € (A) 
WG 7985 



 

 

 

 

Isabel Morelli 

Small Pill, Big Consequences 

The things that nobody tells you about the birth control pil 

approx. 200 pages, 14,8 x 21 cm, Softcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0570-7 

18,00 € (D), 18,50 € (A) 
WG 1973 

Like many of her generation, Isabel Morelli was prescribed her first pill at the age of 13. At 21, she decided to give up hormonal 

contraception. Consequently, her body went completely crazy, and she was a regular in the practices of various medical specialists. The blog 

Generation-Pille.com was created as a result of her experiences. The educated nutrition and health advisor now offers online courses and 

consulting on Natural Family Planning (NFP) on her website nfp-online-lernen.de. At Komplett-Media the Long-term sellers "Bye Bye Pille" (Bye 

Bye Pill) and “Hormonfrei verhüten” (Hormone-free contraception) have already been published. 

FEMALE EMPOWERMENT I August 2020 

The Pill - emancipation or the 
downfall of women's health? 

For over 50 years the contraceptive pill has been one of the most widely 

used methods of contraception. It was celebrated as liberation of female 

sexuality and enabled many women to determine their own birth control. 

However, women have struggled for just as long with the unpleasant or 

even harmful side effects, about which they were often not informed in 

advance. 

Isabel Morelli provides a clear picture with this book. She traces the 

development of the Pill and classifies the social significance and the risks 

and side effects of the overrated drug. What exactly does the Pill do to the 

body, how does it upset the hormone balance, how does it affect the 

natural cycle and thyroid function, and how does it affect the liver or 

intestines? And what hormone-free contraceptive alternatives are there if 

I want to avoid the Pill? 

FACTS  

By the author of the best-selling novel "Bye Bye Pille" (Bye Bye Pill) 

 

Established author on the topics of "hormone-free contraception" and "discontinuing 

the Pill” 

 

The social classification of the heated topic of the Pill 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

Women between 15 and 50 

 

Parents of daughters in puberty 



 

 

 

 

Marina Wolfschaffner 

The menstrual cup 

Everything you need to know about alternative monthly hygien 

approx. 176 pages, 11 x 17 cm, Softcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0571-4 

15,00 € (D), 15,40 € (A) 
WG 1460 

Marina Wolfschaffner is the owner of Ladyways, an online mail order company for sustainable monthly hygiene, and runs 

the established Facebook group dedicated to the menstrual cup with more than 70,000 members. Through her work, she knows the questions, 

problems and difficulties in dealing with the menstrual cup first-hand. 

FEMALE EMPOWERMENT I November 2020 

Zero waste and safety during menstruation 
A menstrual cup has many advantages compared to conventional tampons 

and pads: It lasts up to 12 hours, is free of harmful substances, is absolutely 

inexpensive with a lifespan of up to 10 years and does not produce any 

additional waste. The cup is therefore a real environmentally conscious 

alternative to conventional monthly hygiene. The use only requires some 

previous knowledge and practice. 

 

“Die Menstruationstasse” (The menstrual cup) offers a real foundational work 
for using the cup: How do I find the right size and how do I position the cup 

correctly? How do I clean the menstrual cup after use and how do I store it 

correctly? What are the quality criteria I should pay attention to? In addition, 

common myths are clarified and frequent questions are answered. 

FACTS 

Ecology & Zero Waste in the 

bathroom 

° 
The menstrual cup is the trend 

topic of monthly hygiene 

° 
The small format is perfect for 

secondary markets 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK 

Girls and women of 

childbearing age 

° 
Parents 

° 
Single fathers 



 

 

 

 

Coco Berlin 

Pussy Yoga - The Workout-Book 

96 pages, 16,5 x 21,5 cm, Softcover 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0572-1 

13,00 € (D), 13,30 € (A) 

WG 1464 

Coco Berlin wants to give women their natural femininity back. Her method is based on belly dance and is called Essence of Belly 

dance. It combines dance and bodywork. Women learn to know their bodies and to love themselves. In her belly dance workshops the primary 

focus is on the pelvic floor. 

FEMALE EMPOWERMENT I August 2020 

The pelvic floor – trainer 
for every day 

This workbook helps to reactivate and strengthen the pelvic 

floor sustainably, with numerous exercises, day after day. 

Whether at your desk or in the kitchen, there is no place 

unfit to train your pelvic floor - and women with a trained 

pelvic floor reach orgasm more easily. 

FACTS  

The workbook accompanying the successful book 

 

With exercises for at home, at the office and on the road, 

interspersed with factual knowledge 

 

First results already after 4 weeks 

 

WHO PURCHASES THIS BOOK  

Women who want to give their sex life a new impetus 

 

Women who want to connect more with their natural 

femininity 

 

Women after pregnancy 



 

 

 

 

 

LIFE AID I Audiobook SOCIETY I Audiobook 

Your body is your temple 
Conventional medicine is based on the conviction that the human 
body works like a machine. But in addition to the body, the mind 
and soul also play a large role in our well-being. No part can be 

completely healthy if the others are not. Yoga and meditation bring 
the body, mind and soul back into harmony – and that is 

particularly important in difficult life situations. 
 

Anette Jasper had to learn this when she developed cancer. In the 
course of therapy she realised how much yoga was helping her to 

deal with her disease. She met many other people who had 
overcome a life crisis with the help of yoga and collected their 
stories. Today she is convinced that whoever wants to have a 
healthy body must also consider their emotional and mental 

health. 
 

 

Try comfort for once! 
Martin Liebmann is well aware of the different speeds of life. Ranging 

from the slow movement of a baby-break year to the 90-hour week 

as a fulltime entrepreneur he has gone through numerous social 

hammocks and hamster wheels. His experience: Our high-speed 

society hardly finds time for leisure and boredom has fallen into 

disrepute. It is difficult for us to stand empty space – who does 

nothing is worth nothing.  

 

With his book Martin Liebmann stands up for laziness. He describes 

how enjoyable doing nothing can be and explains why sometimes 

doing nothing is necessary in order to be able to be productive. His 

book is a funny invitation to pause and a philosophical instruction to 

idleness, which could lead to finding oneself and happiness. 

FACTS 

With an introduction by Germany’s 
greatest motivational coach Jürgen 

Höller 

 

Trend sport Yoga to overcome life crises 

 

Health starts in the mind 

 

Author is already renowned as a holistic 

medicine practitioner 

FACTS 

With slowdown formula 

 

A siesta for our brain 

 

Relaxation as an inner attitude 

 

Doing nothing and finding yourself 

 

WHO SHOULD HEAR THIS 

All those who have the feeling that they have 

too little time 

 

Slackers and those who want to become one 

 

Readers of Tom Hodgkinson 

As a dentist, Dr. Annette Jasper has been 

practicing holistic, metal-free dentistry in her own surgery in Munich 

for over 20 years. Many top athletes make up part of her clientele. She 

has been practicing yoga for many years, but saw it rather as an 

athletic activity in the past. Since her difficult case of cancer however, 

she knows that yoga also changes many things in the mind. 

Martin Liebmann, born in 1966, is the chairman of the 

Verein zur Verzögerung der Zeit (association for time slowdown) and has 
made it his mission to urge people towards a more conscious handling of time. 
The graduated philosopher and political scientist worked as a brand 
consultant for 25 years and at 52 realized that he wants to take it easier and 
give more space to leisure. He prefers to do this in Sardinia, where he stops 
for hours looking onto the sea. 

Dr. Annette Jasper 
Thank Yoga 

The beneficial power of yoga and 
meditation 

ISBN 978-3-8312-7031-6 
Play time: 6:51:00 | Tracks: 25 

Price: 14,95 € 
release date: 08.05.2019 

Martin Liebmann (Autor + 
Sprecher) 

Being lazy is hard work 
An ode to leisure 

ISBN 978-3-8312-0574-5 
Play time: 04:42:16 | Tracks: 19 

Price: 13,95 € 
release date: 06.04.2020 


